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Have you considered a public service career for Europe? 
 
 
 
The EU Institutions offer worthwhile, challenging and rewarding careers.  We seek to attract 
applications from highly motivated, competent people with a wide range of skills and 
experience, from policy administrators and secretaries to lawyers, translators and interpreters, 
as well as specialists across many fields and from all the geographic regions and cultures of 
Europe.  We recognise that we are competing for such talented individuals in a global market 
that is in itself, evolving rapidly.  We need to meet your expectations, and to offer you 
something that really appeals. 
 
The European Personnel Selection Office (EPSO) selects staff for recruitment by the 
institutions purely on merit.  Our tests take the form of open competitions, which are currently 
being re-designed so that we are able to identify – more reliably and quickly - the best people 
to serve the EU.  From 2010, it will be less important for candidates to memorise a multitude 
of general facts and figures on the history of the EU, and much more important for them to 
demonstrate and apply their competences.  Also from 2010 our tests will be organised in more 
predictable annual cycles, reduced in duration to just 5-9 months from start to finish.  
 
Our new brand "EU Careers" symbolises a shift of emphasis towards improved service for 
you as a prospective candidate, and towards our own professional values.  We have become 
much more open, transparent, consistent and responsive in the ways in which we 
communicate with you. 
 
Our new website www.eu-careers.eu is available in 23 languages.  If you know little about the 
EU Institutions as a potential employer, we present more accessible information about the 
range of careers on offer and the general procedures for applying. To help you apply for a job, 
our information about specific competitions is more logically organised, with the formal 
Notices of competition also now published in 23 languages for the first time and in a much 
simpler format.  This should make much clearer to you, the profile of people that we seek and 
the eligibility requirements that are set for each competition. Finally, if you have already 
passed one of our competitions, we offer a new section for successful candidates to ease your 
passage through the recruitment process.  
 
From 04 March 2009, our new on-line application procedure helps you to better judge your 
own suitability for any given competition, before you actually apply.  You may opt to take 
interactive computer-based tests that simulate the types of questions asked during the 
admission phase of the competition.  The scores you achieve in these simulated tests help you 
to assess your own likelihood of success if you were to take the real tests in the competition 
itself.   
 

http://www.eu-careers.eu/


Our on-line application form itself is now self-contained, requesting all of the information 
required for each stage of the competition, including for the first time, a motivation statement.  
There is a comprehensive on-line help facility to explain how to complete the form, and clear 
links to our Candidate Contact Service should you need to ask us a more specific question. 
 
All of these measures aim to improve the transparency of our selection process, and to help 
you to make a more informed decision on the specific competition to which to apply. Further 
modernisations and improvements of our selection competitions and procedures will be 
progressively implemented during the next 2 years 
 
Background 
In formulating this modernisation of our selection competitions, we have been listening and 
learning from the people that know: consulting the HR professionals of major international 
organisations around the globe and undertaking two mass surveys of candidates for EU jobs 
during 2008.  We have strengthened our forward planning with the EU Institutions, so that the 
reserve lists of candidates we select better match immediate needs for recruitment.  Though 
selection competitions remain open to all who are eligible, our promotion and publicity of 
these will be much more closely targeted on the media read or seen by the people we are 
trying to reach.  This means using the specialised press, professional journals and websites 
that match a target profile of candidates, rather than relying on adverts in national newspapers 
or word of mouth from people that are already closely following our website.  
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